Ford 4 speed manual transmission identification

General Motors, Ford and Chrysler equipped their vehicles with numerous types of four-speed,
manual and automatic transmissions. Four-speeds were usually limited to pre vehicles. This
transmission was available in a cast-iron case, and later an aluminum version. The four-speed
featured nine-bolt covers, and tooth synchro rings. The casting number was T10 plus two
numerals, or " GM muscle cars manufactured between and were frequently equipped with the
Muncie M21 and M22 four-speeds. The case was made of aluminum, with a seven-bolt cover and
tooth synchro rings. Trucks manufactured from to used the Muncie SM version; it featured a
cast-iron case and non-synchronized first gear. Trucks manufactured through used the SM
model. New Process four-speed manual transmissions came in three versions. The low-gear
was found on to vehicles. The casting numbers starting at C-9, followed by four digits. It
featured a bolt pattern on the cover, and weighed pounds. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over
35 years experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience
ranges from legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. New Process New Process
four-speed manual transmissions came in three versions. References Drivetrain. This strong
and reliable transmission was installed on ''79 Ford pickups, as well as Jeeps and IH pickups
and Scouts. The 2WD versions have a square tail-housing bolt pattern, while the 4WD NP's
tail-housing pattern is more of a trapezoid, with the bottom bolt holes being farther apart than
the top bolts. It can be identified by a bolt-on aluminum top cover most stamped with 'NP'
enclosed in a circle secured with 8 bolts and with the gearshift coming directly out of the top
and a fitting on the driver's side for the backup light switch. There is also a PTO port on the
right side of the case. The pilot tip of the transmission measures. The front bearing retainer
flange measures 4. It is equipped with a spline output shaft. Case length is Weight - app. Click
here to download the NP rebuild guide. This is a GM publication, but the information contained
within is applicable to the Ford transmission as well. These transmissions were installed in
many Ford pickups as well as Jeeps and IH Scouts as a successor to the T Ford used three
different versions of this transmission, which is equipped with a spline output shaft. Both the
case and top cover are cast iron, with the top cover being secured with 6 bolts. First gear and
reverse are not synchronized. It's replacement, the T, was used in ''88 Ford pickups and some
IH trucks and is identical in appearance except has a 5. Checking these dimensions will verify
that the transmission is a or newer model, precluding it from being the T The transmission can
also be identified by its casting numbers cast into the driver's side of the case. T18s have
casting number "" and T19s have casting number "". From until , many T18s used a T98 shifter
assembly. Earlier versions reverse gears shifts over and up - later versions shift over and down.
Click here for a larger version of the same image K version. It derived it's '3. Here are a couple
scans from the '67 factory service manual which describes it's operation. Click to enlarge.
Please save this banner to your hard drive to place on your webpage. NP gear ratios 1st - 6. The
3-speed was also available as the Borg Warner T overdrive. All rights reserved. All brand names
and product names used on this website are trade names, service marks or registered
trademarks of their respective holders. No portion or content of this site may be reproduced or
otherwise used without explicit permission. To report problems or provide comments or
suggestions, please click here. Manual Transmission Identification Guide. Borg Warner T19
shown without extension housing. T Gear Ratios 1st - 6. Click here for an exploded-view
schematic of a T K Click here for a larger version of the same image K. We often have
customers asking us how can they identify the 4 speed transmission in their car or truck. The
chart on the link below will help you ID your trans to help you figure out what is the correct
Hurst Shifter and Linkage Installation kit. Stay Connected:. Adjusting Your Hurst C International
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Customer's Quick View. The 4 speed toploader is one of the toughest manual transmissions
ever built. Identification of the Toploader is easy. Toploaders are top accessible from a 10 bolt
steel plate. For decoding the specific application look for a metal tab riveted on the right side of
the transmission body housing. HEH -? Ratio chart page gives a good idea of rpm, speeds and
shifting points for both Close and Wide ratio transmissions. The lower number on the tag is the

transmission serial number. The transmission serial number is a production serial number and
should not be confounded with the engine serial number, they are not the same. Some
transmissions have a date code instead of the serial number. But both input shafts have the
same number of splines of Many different Tailshaft housings and shifter positions available with
Toploaders. Bolt patterns bellhousing. Early Toploaders used a narrow bolt pattern type for
attaching the transmission to the bellhousing and the later versions used a wider butterfly type
bolt pattern. Several versions of the T where offered for Fords. Towards the later years the cast
iron versions where mainly used on small cars. Early Cobra's and 65 Shelby's used and all
aluminum T while a variety of all aluminum and part aluminum and full iron ended up used on 66
Shelby's. Ford cars used wide ratio T's and several different wide ratios where used on non
Shelby cars. Narrow bolt type and the later butterfly type. C4 application chart. C4 transmission
can easily be identified by the 11 bolt oil pan. C6 application chart. Ford 4 speed Toploader.
Built Ford Tough. Toploaders are top accessible from a 10 bolt steel plate For decoding the
specific application look for a metal tab riveted on the right side of the transmission body
housing. Ratio type. Close ratio. Wide ratio. Narrow bolt pattern. Butterfly bolt pattern. All
Shelby's used a close ratio gear set. Housing 2 different casings available. Close Ratio:. This
photo shows the difference between the T and T The above picture shows the difference
between the T and T manual transmissions. The T has a PTO port on the passenger side of the
case. The T has two PTO covers â€” one on each side. Tremec T 4-Speed. Ford Truck Manual
Transmissions. Case casting number is Synchronized in 2nd,3rd, and 4th, with 1st and reverse
non-synchronized. Available in 2 and 4wd drive versions. Care should be used when ordering
parts to make positive ID of unit. Found in Dodge trucks, Ford pickup trucks and stripped
chassis, to 72 GM trucks, and International Harvester and Navistar trucks from Easily confused
with T18, but the T19 is synchronized in all forward speeds. The T19 has a single step reverse
idler gear while the T18 has a 2 step reverse idler. Available in 2 and 4 WD models.
Synchronized in all forward gears, with top loaded cast iron case. Used in Ford light duty
pickups and vans. Similar in appearance to the Ford top loader transmission but has overdrive
4th gear. Three shift rails mounted to the left side of case. This unit was produced for cars also
but with lighter duty bearings and gear train. Produced in 2 and 4 wheel drive versions. Has an
aluminum case with shifter turret mounted on extension housing. Synchronized in all forward
speeds with 4th being overdrive. Used in Ford light duty pickup trucks There is also a
passenger car version of this unit with lighter duty bearings and gear ratios. Aluminum case
and shift tower. Found in Ford F light duty trucks from , also known as a TOD top shift overdrive
Produced in 2 and 4 wheel drive versions. F Up M5R2 Mazda built 5 speed fully synchronized
transmission found in to present Ford F series trucks and full size Broncos. Aluminum case,
extension housing, and shift cover, with integral bell housing. Very similar in design to M5R1,
but larger with shift lever located in center of shift cover. Available in 2 and 4WD versions. In
case is changed to accommodate modular motor 4. In the case was changed for 4. The case is
very similar to earlier style units with case length shorter on 4. The bell housing is integral to
the case. Shifter is mounted to small shift cover on top of unit. Built in 2 and 4WD versions. The
Super duty model has a mechanical park brake assembly mounted to the extension housing.
The S is found behind , , , , and diesel power plants. Great care should be taken to properly
identify the unit you are working on as both the S and S appear to be the same and with the
great variety of ratios available, it is easy to order the wrong parts. Both units have PTO covers
on each side of case. On the left side of the case is mounted and ID tag, which gives the Ford
Part number, the ZF part number and the unit serial number. All gears are synchronized. This
unit has an aluminum case with integral bell housing, a center support, and rear case. This unit
is built in both 2 and 4WD versions. The S is found behind diesel engines of and up Ford Super
duty and stripped chassis up to a gross combined weight of 26, lbs. The unit weighs in at lbs. A
unique feature of this unit is an internal oil pump driven off the front of the countershaft that
circul
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ates the lube to a trans cooler. An easy way to identify this unit is by the cooling lines mounted
to the case as found in automatic transmissions. Id tags are mounted on the left side of the
main case. Top loaded heavy-duty 4-speed transmission with cast iron case and shift cover.
Used in Ford trucks Top loaded heavy-duty 4-speed transmission with cast iron case and
extension housing and aluminum shift tower. Top loaded 4 speed with 4th being overdrive.
Mazda built 5 speed fully synchronized transmission found in to present Ford F series trucks
and full size Broncos. F, F30, F, and Super Duty. The S Heavy duty 5 speed fully synchronized

transmission with aluminum case and extension housing. The S unit is used behind the same
engines from to present. An extremely heavy-duty unit with 6 forward speed. NP Ratio: 1st.
Close Ratio: 1st. ZF S Close Ratio â€” 7. New Process 4-Speed. New Process Mazda M5R2
5-Speed. M5R2 5-Speed. Borg Warner T Borg Warner T 4-Speed. ZF S 5-Speed. ZF S 6-Speed.

